Incredibly the Bible proves to be true again. The Second Edition of this book on the Nations of the Last Days is mainly a repeat of the original work. What was predicted initially have now happened. The world is now more involved in the low key World War that will escalate. It has been predicted in your Bible! To understand what is happening and why, please read this book. It helps to understand what is happening and why. The tragic events of the abomination that makes desolate is now happening. There are reasons for the failure of mankind to maintain peace. The problems actually started thousands of years ago. World leaders fail to understand what they are getting themselves into, for they fail to study their Bibles. They fail to take God serious. Hence the peace of Messiah will increasingly elude them. This book takes the story from thousands of years ago, and shows that the situation today is simply a repeat of the old problem, and was predicted by God, as mankind ignores Him, and pays the price. Thousands of years ago men of God could bring peace between nations. We dont have to be at war. Understand how to bring peace, as it was possible thousands of years ago.
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